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Farm to Fork
A day in the life of Fork! restaurant’s Tim Groody

Plus:
DINING ON DAVIDSON’S
RESTAURANT ROW
SWEET SUMMER
TREATS! FROZEN
CUSTARD AT THE LAKE
THE LATEST TASTE OF
CHARLESTON
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Feature

Restaurant Row
Davidson’s Main Street has become an incubator for
inventive cuisine and diners who can’t get enough.
by ALISON MILLER • photos by ERIC POUND

W

Walk down Main Street in Davidson and you become part of a
lively tableau that’s all at once forward looking and anchored in
the past. Pedestrians in sundresses and shorts stroll the brick
sidewalk, popping in and out of century-old storefronts, stopping
to scan menus on front doors before retreating to one of the
dozen restaurants here. Chefs source ingredients from local farmers. Patio tables adorn the sidewalks. Chances are you’ll run into
someone you know.
Show up Saturday morning and you’ll witness the buzzing
pop-up community center that is the Davidson Farmers’ Market.
Kids cavort on the playground as parents look on, cups of pourover Summit Coffee in hand. All the while, a bluegrass duo picks
away on a park bench—an upbeat, downhome soundtrack for the
hundreds of people stuffing canvas totes with organic arugula,
grass-fed beef, and buffalo mozzarella.
According to Kim Fleming, Davidson’s Community & Economic
Development Manager, it’s here that most of modern, food-frenzied Davidson draws its roots. She credits the market with inspiring and supporting the recent proliferation of standout eating
establishments, tracing the spark to 2010, when Flatiron Kitchen
+ Taphouse opened with local-focused Chef Tim Groody at the

helm. To the education and delight of guests, Groody filled the
menu with ingredients from Davidson Farmers’ Market vendors.
Fast forward to 2016. Kindred, lauded last year by Bon Appétit
as one of 10 best new restaurants in the country, sources many
of its ingredients from farmers’ market vendors, then sends its
food scraps home with those same vendors to compost. Chef Joe
Kindred, who runs the restaurant with his wife Katy, has also
led cooking demonstrations at the market, on such scrupulous
subjects as achieving the consummate char on collard rabe using
a Weber grill.
The Davidson Farmers’ Market is a producer-only affair, meaning each vendor grows, raises, or creates their own products,
rather than selling the wares of others. In addition, every vendor
is located within 100 miles of Davidson.
“If a shopper has a question about how a product is made or
grown, she can speak directly to someone from the farm,” says
Market Manager Abby Wyatt. “Farmers or their direct employees
are always present at the market. This ensures transparency and
allows people to be confident in their purchase choices.”
Every Saturday, from April through November, vendors assemble in the Jackson Street parking lot and overflow to the Main
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Street lot between Ben & Jerry’s, Summit Coffee,
and The Pickled Peach (catch vendors in the offseason every other Saturday). The market is both
a complement to and a catalyst for Davidson’s
pedestrian friendly ethos. But the creation and
preservation of this small-town utopia starts with
some behind-the-scenes orchestration, courtesy
of the town government.
“The community is designed for walkability,”
says Fleming. “We have a two-story ordinance
on new buildings and a design review board that
approves architecture and signage. In addition,
the Davidson Main Street Business Grant awards
up to $10,000 a year to downtown business owners
who rehab old buildings. We want to be a healthy,
pedestrian-oriented community. When you walk
down the street, whether you’re a resident or a
visitor, people talk to you. It’s a welcoming environment, and it promotes a sense of community.”
Much of Davidson’s downtown prosperity is
recent. For years, the row of storefronts stretching from 121 to 131 N. Main St.—now home to
Kindred, Mestizo, and The Spirited Cyclist—sat
empty. Their owner, Tom Clark, the sculptor and
former Davidson professor known for his vast
kingdom of garden gnomes, used them as a studio
and museum in the ‘80s and ‘90s. Eventually, he
approached the town with plans to open a hotel
on the site and was met with firm opposition. As
a result, the buildings remained vacant for nearly
20 years, until 2011, when The Spirited Cyclist
moved in.
Then Joe and Katy Kindred came to town. Both
armed with several years of restaurant experience, they dreamed of opening their own place
on Main Street in Joe’s hometown, and they had
their eye on 131 N. Main St. To transform the
space into the high-design haven they envisioned
would require a million-dollar renovation. To rent
the building, they needed the blessing of Tom
Clark. So they showed up at his door, arms full of
fresh ingredients, and cooked an incredible meal
for him. A year later, Kindred opened its doors,
quickly becoming known far and wide for its
melt-in-your-mouth milk bread, homemade pasta,
and inventive seasonal cuisine. Mestizo, serving
authentic Mexican dishes like caldo xochitl and
camarones a la vainilla, followed in May 2015.
Just off Main on Depot Street, Il Bosco, a
low-lit treasure trove of Italian home cooking
with a serene, plant-filled patio, opened its doors
in 2011. Toast, a standby since 2005, remains a
primo breakfast spot but also has a full bar, weekday wine specials, and a dinner menu that spans
meatloaf to lobster rolls. Anchoring the center of
Main Street since 1951, The Soda Shop strikes a
nostalgic chord with its diner-style chrome bar
stools, milkshakes, cheeseburgers, and chicken
salad sandwiches.
Last month, The Sweet Shop traded its South
Main Street digs for a spot in the historic Deal
House at 107 N. Main St. In addition to truffles,
chocolate-covered goodies, and 21 shades of
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M&Ms, it now sells wine. Farther down the street at Summit
Coffee, which began sourcing and roasting its own beans last
year, you’re as likely to run into the mayor as you are a gaggle of
Davidson College students. The atmosphere shifts from studious
to slack in the evening, when Summit’s patio transforms into a
stage for local musicians, and visitors are more likely to order
NoDa Par 4s than lattes.
Across the parking lot, The Pickled Peach started serving sandwiches, soups, and salads in 2014. Want to know where that bacon
or broccoli came from? Look up at the chalkboard for the list of
local purveyors. And at the terminus of Main and South streets,
Flatiron Kitchen + Taphouse pours a respectable roster of craft
beers, and, from a bright, open kitchen serves steak and hand-cut,
truffle-dusted French fries to crowded tables ringing its wedgeshaped bar.
Across the street at Millstone Bake House & Provisions, you
can pop in for glass of wine and a cheese plate or linger for beef
wellington and duck confit. The restaurant grew out of owners
Sara and Mark Hord’s success selling handmade European-style
bread at the Davidson Farmers’ Market. Millstone still maintains
a table at the market, and also stocks its kitchen with cheese,
meat, and produce form other market vendors.
“We work with about 10 different farms from the market,” says
Sara Hord. “It’s a great relationship to have, and even better that
it’s right out your back door.” An upstairs lounge, coyly named
The Upper Crust, opened in August 2015, serving seafood, cocktails, and live music.
For some Davidson visitors, the walk stops here—an

unfortunate reality the town hopes to reverse. South Main, the
cluster of shops and restaurants along Main Street between
Catawba Ave. and South Village Lane, also offers several excellent
eating and drinking opportunities—a quarter mile from Millstone’s front door. The bounty includes standout margarita-andburrito joint Carrburritos, cozy trattoria Campania, Whit’s Frozen
Custard, craft beer mecca Davidson Beverage Company, and
Restaurant X, lauded by many a Davidson resident as the spot for
brunch. Next door, there’s a Fuel Pizza.
“You come to Davidson and see people eating outside at Kindred and Mestizo, and you think ‘Let me see what else is going on
here,’ and you start walking,” says Fleming. “Then you see people
outside at Summit, Ben & Jerry’s, Flatiron, and Millstone. Now
our challenge is to get people to keep walking. We want to say, ‘Go
a little farther, there’s more down there.’”
Bridging the gap is one of the many goals of the Downtown
Catalyst Feasibility Study, an in-the-works plan to make better
use of 3.5 acres of town-owned land between Main Street and
Jackson Street, some of which is currently occupied by Town Hall
and the Fire Department. Possibilities range from doing nothing
to attracting private development to the site in order to build
more space for restaurants and shops, and potentially apartments, office space, and a hotel. It’s the next chapter for Davidson, whose irresistible Mayberry-meets-Manhattan reputation is
attracting more residents and visitors than ever.
“We could fill Main Street a couple of times over with the
amount of interest we’ve had from restaurateurs,” says Kim
Fleming. “We just don’t have space.” LNM
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